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STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

TELANGANA:: HYDERABAD
From:
 UVSN. MURTHY, M.Tech,
 Secretary
State Board of Technical Educaton and Training, 
S.V. Bhavan, Masab Tank,
Hyderabad-500 028, 

To
The Principals of all      

 Polytechnics 
(Govt./Aided/Private,  Polytechnics & 
Second Shif  Polytechnics in Engineering 
 Colleges)

Lr.No.SBTET/EE-1-2/C-16,16S/4124/Statstcs/2015.                     Dated:  30 -07-2019.

Sir

Sub: - SBTET- EXAMS – Declaraton of March/April & June- 2019 Advance Supplementary

             Diploma Examinatons Results of C14,C-16, C16S  Schemes-Revised Schedule for
           Applying of Revaluaton (RV) and Photo Copy (PC)- Communicated-Reg.

*      *     *     *   *
      I  wish to inform you that the results of C14,C-16,C-16s (Advance Supplementary
examinaton)  Schemes  have  been  declared.   You  are  informed  to  communicate  the
candidates regarding results and RV/PC revised schedule. 

Those  who desirous  to apply  for  Re-Valuaton (RV)/Photo  copy (PC)  may access  the
online applicaton with  sbtet.telangana.gov.in and pay the prescribed fee through payment
gateway (i.e., Debit Card/Credit Card/Net Banking only) and the detailed below. 

          The Photo copy of the answer scripts to the candidates, who applied for Photo Copy, will
be  sent  to  the  Candidate  through  Email  address  furnished  in  the  online  applicaton  only.
Therefore, the candidates are informed to enter the correct Email address (mandatory) and
Phone number without fail while flling the applicaton. The Revaluaton Status will be informed
to the candidates through SMS. No hard copies will be provided to the candidates by post.

       NOTE: Applicaton  in  the  form  of  hard  copy  by  post  or  in  person  will  not  be

entertained.

S.NO Partculars Amount Rs 
(Per Subject)

Revised Dates

1. Photo copy of valued answer scripts
 (Photo copies will be issued to all Theory Subjects
including drawing subject)

Rs. 700/- 
per subject

31-07-2019
to

01-08-2019
2. Re-Valuaton 

(Re-verifcaton shall be done for all Theory Subjects
Including drawing subject.)

Rs.3500/
per subject   

31-07-2019
to

02-08-2019

The candidate can make the payment for the above services through Online 

        Yours faithfully 
                                                                                                                                   

[       

                                                                                                                       SECRETARY
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